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Nowadays, Multimedia and Pattern Recognition based medical technology is becoming a hot topic, which can explore and utilize multimedia information from multiple sources, including video streams, images, voice, heartbeat and blood pressure data. Based on these kinds of technologies, medical device is able to perceive, process in real-time, analyze and evaluate multi-source and multi-dimensional data, thus has been widely used in disease diagnosis, rehabilitation, health monitoring, assisted surgery and other medical area. Many of these applications require the multimedia and pattern recognition paradigm using medical sensors. The notion of neurocomputing is becoming a reality with the development of variety of multimedia technologies. The intelligence functions of multimedia and pattern recognition technologies can be applied to Smart Hospital, Smart Clinic, Smart Medical Application for Individual. Accordingly, the assessment and evaluation methods need to be developed and involved into the iterative designing process.

Remote medical resources configuration and management involves complex combinatorial Multi-Objective Optimization problem, whose computational complexity is a typical NP problem. Based on the MOEA/D framework, ‘A MOEA/D-based Multi-objective Optimization Algorithm for Remote Medical’ applies the two-way local search strategy and the new selection strategy based on domination amount and proposes the IMOEA/D framework, following which each individual produces two individuals in mutation. By using a new selection strategy, the parent individual is compared with two mutated offspring individuals, and the more excellent one is selected for the next generation of evolution. The proposed algorithm IMOEA/D is compared with eMOEA, MOEA/D and NSGA-II, and experimental results show that for most test functions, IMOEA/D proposed is superior to the other three algorithms in terms of convergence rate and distribution.

Unmarked tracking of hands and fingers is a promising enabler for human-computer interaction. It can also be applied to medical monitoring and handicap aids. This will give much help to the deaf-mutes who have trouble in communicating with others or interact with the computers. ‘3D character recognition using binocular camera for medical assist’ presents a 3D hand tracking and character recognition algorithm using binocular stereo camera, which can get the crucial depth information of the target. To precisely understand the characters that the user writes in the air, an effective gesture is defined indicating that the user is inputting useful information and a null gesture indicating that corresponding movements are not necessary in the characters. The proposed approach can adapt to angle variation and make the writing freer. It shows the benefits of proposed method by evaluating on several videos.

An accurate determination of the network structure of gene regulatory systems from high-throughput gene expression data is an essential yet challenging step in studying how the expression of endogenous genes is controlled through a complex interaction of gene products and DNA. While numerous methods have been proposed to infer the structure of gene regulatory networks, none of them seem to work consistently over different data sets with high accuracy. A recent study to compare gene network inference methods showed that an average-ranking based consensus method consistently performs well over various settings. ‘Learning gene regulatory networks from gene expression data using
weighted consensus’ proposes a linear programming-based consensus method for the inference of gene regulatory networks. Unlike the average-ranking-based one, which treats the contribution of each individual method equally, the new consensus method assigns a weight to each method based on its credibility. The results show that proposed weighted consensus method achieves superior performance over the unweighted one, suggesting that assigning weights to different individual methods rather than giving them equal weights improves the accuracy.

Contrast sensitivity function (CSF), which is a quick and valid index to measure human visual performance, can be applied into medical monitoring and various retinal disease diagnosis. However, there is a lack of researches on CSF in three-dimensional (3D) space. In ‘Research on medical applications of contrast sensitivity function to red-green gratings in 3D space’, CSF of human color vision to red-green chromatic gratings in 3D space is fully investigated. Based on the typical chromatic contrast sensitivity test system, in which the screen is parallel to human face, four inclined planes in 3D space are taken into consideration. Contrast thresholds for chromatic gratings of inclined planes are measured within 20 individual subjects. Experimental results show that the contrast sensitivity of each inclined plane is a low-pass function for red-green gratings. In order to fully utilize chromatic contrast sensitivity in 3D space, a visual model of red-green contrast sensitivity in 3D space is well fitted. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed model achieves high consistency with human chromatic visual characteristics.

With the advent of multimedia and pattern recognition based medical technology, intelligence medical applications in smart hospital, smart clinic, and smart medical for individual, such as disease diagnosis, rehabilitation, health monitoring, and so on, have received extensive attentions. However, the communication infrastructure of supporting these applications is facing a larger challenge. ‘Maximum Connectivity-Based Channel Allocation Algorithm in Cognitive Wireless Networks for Medical Applications’ studies the channel allocation problem in cognitive wireless networks for these medical applications. Channel allocations are of importance for cognitive wireless networks. How to assign the appropriate channels to each cognitive user is fairly challenging. Here this problem is studied by combining collaborations of network nodes.

The protein structure classification problem, which is to assign a protein structure to a cluster of similar proteins, is one of the most fundamental problems in the construction and application of the protein structure space. The authors observed that the SCOP superfamilies are highly consistent with clustering trees representing hierarchical clustering procedures, but the tree cutting is very challenging and becomes the bottleneck of clustering accuracy. To overcome this challenge, ‘K-nearest uphill clustering in the protein structure space’ proposed a novel density-based K-nearest uphill clustering method that effectively eliminates noisy pair-wise protein structure similarities and identifies density peaks as cluster centers. Specifically, the density peaks are identified based on K-nearest uphills (i.e., proteins with higher densities) and K-nearest neighbors. The results show that proposed density-based clustering method outperforms the state-of-the-art clustering methods previously applied to the problem.

Hybrid load in e-health services is composed of online e-health service applications and offline jobs. Previous methods overlooked the impact of system performance for the fine-grained service components. In ‘Effective Hybrid Load Scheduling of Online & Offline Clusters for E-health Service’, a hybrid load scheduling scheme is proposed in which scheduling is performed not only at the level of the component, but also within components. To improve both execution efficiency and searching accuracy, the proposed algorithm searches the compressing method of the Lucene index and then filters that index. Simulations are conducted on a storm platform to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme can increase the response speed by 67.79% with an accuracy of 95.94%, and the response speed decreases by 11.6% to 53.2%.

Cardiovascular disease has become an increasingly serious threat to human health. Holter monitoring is essential in the prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease. When combined with a variety of sensors, a traditional Holter becomes a mobile health device. Based on Holter data and sensor data, ‘Smart assisted diagnosis solution with multi-sensor Holter’ proposes a supplementary diagnosis and treatment program. With the help of these components, the innovative approach is able to integrate the Holter data and sensor data, meanwhile, doctors are encouraged to participate in the process of clustering algorithm.
Wireless sensor networks are utilized in medical area to gather multimedia information from multiple sources, such as video streams, images, voice, heartbeat and blood pressure data, which call for higher bandwidth and more available spectrum. To solve the distributed power control issues in CWSN with imperfect information, in ‘A Game-Theoretic Power Control Mechanism Based on Hidden Markov Model in Cognitive Wireless Sensor Network with Imperfect Information’ a game-theoretic power control mechanism based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is proposed according to the difference and independence of channel sensing results among users of cognitive wireless sensor network (UCWSNs). UCWSNs can use HMM to infer whether its competitors take part in the game, which improves the information accuracy of game and leads to an optimal transmission power.

‘Localized Active Contour Model with Background Intensity Compensation Applied on Automatic MR Brain Tumor Segmentation’ presents a Localized Active Contour Model (LACM) integrating an additional step of background intensity compensation. The region-based active contour models that use statistical intensity information are more sensitive to the high mean intensity distance between consecutive regions. In Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) this distance is great between the foreground and the background, hence it leads to an incorrect delineation of the target. In order to resolve this problem, an automatic process is introduced in the proposed model for balancing the mean intensity distance between an image foreground and its background. The aim is to minimize the attraction effect of the active contour model to the undesired borderlines defined by these two mentioned image regions. By using this approach not only the obtained accuracy outperforms the traditional localized mean separation active contour model, but also it reduces the computation time of the segmentation task. The computation time of the methods was also measured for comparison purposes. The obtained results show that the proposed model outperforms the accuracy of the selected state of the art methods. Moreover, it is also faster than the comparative methods in the medical image segmentation task.

Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) of Alzheimer's disease (AD) has drawn the attention of computer vision research community over the last few years. Several attempts have been made to adapt pattern recognition approaches to specific neuroimaging data such as Structural MRI (sMRI) for early AD diagnosis. The proposed strategy in ‘Recognition of Alzheimer's Disease and Mild Cognitive Impairment with multimodal image-derived biomarkers and Multiple Kernel Learning’ is to boost the discrimination power of such approaches by integrating complementary imaging modalities in a single learning framework. The results indicate that the proposed multimodal approach yields significant improvement in accuracy over using each single modality independently. The classification accuracies obtained by the proposed method are 90.2%, 79.42% and 76.63% for respectively AD versus NC, MCI versus NC and AD versus MCI binary classification problems. For the MCI classification problem, the proposed fusion framework leads to an average increase about at least 9% for the accuracy, 5% for the specificity and 15% for the sensitivity.

Visual tracking is a fundamental research topic in computer vision community, which is of great importance in many application areas including augmented reality, traffic control, medical imaging and video editing. ‘Ordered Over-relaxation based Langevin Monte Carlo Sampling for Visual Tracking’ presents an ordered over-relaxation Langevin Monte Carlo sampling (ORLMC) based tracking method within the Bayesian filtering framework, in which the traditional object state variable is augmented with an auxiliary momentum variable. At the proposal step, the proposal distribution is designed by simulation of the Hamiltonian dynamics. The proposed tracking method could ensure that the tracker will not be trapped in local optimum of the state space. Experimental results show that the proposed tracking method successfully tracks the objects in different video sequences and outperforms several conventional methods.

In order to effectively exploit the intra-class and inter-class structure information, a new class-wise dictionary learning method for hyperspectral image classification is proposed in ‘Class-wise dictionary learning for hyperspectral image classification’. The experimental results obtained on two hyperspectral datasets demonstrate that the proposed method can obtain higher classification accuracy with much lower computational cost compared with other traditional classifiers.

Both subspace learning methods and feature selection methods are often used for removing redundant information and irrelative features from high dimensional data sets. Studies have shown that feature selection methods have interpretation ability and subspace learning methods always output stable performance. ‘Graph Self-representation method for Unsupervised Feature Selection’ proposes a new unsupervised feature selection by integrating a subspace learning method (i.e., Locality Preserving Projection (LPP)) into a novel feature selection method (i.e., a sparse feature level self-representation method), aim at simultaneously receiving stable performance and interpretation ability.
Different from traditional sample-level self-representation where each sample is represented by all samples and has been popularly used in machine learning and computer vision. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach outperformed all comparison algorithms.

Quantitative information is then obtained from a 3D reconstructed image of the heart. However, manual segmentation is time-consuming and prone to inter- and intra-observer variations. As such, automatic methods must be developed to assess cardiac functions quantitatively. In ‘A Framework Combining Window Width-level Adjustment and Gaussian Filter-based Multi-resolution for Automatic Whole Heart Segmentation’, an automatic algorithm for whole heart segmentation was established through window width-level adjustment and Gaussian filter-based multi-resolution methods. Results show that the proposed methods improve the registration accuracy of the epicardium and the endocardium. The volume of the manual segmentation standard is not significantly different from that of the proposed segmentation and the accuracy of the method reaches almost 1 mm in most areas. Thus, the proposed method can be used to perform a high-precision segmentation of the whole heart.

‘Semi-supervised learning of local structured output predictors’ studies the problem of semi-supervised structured output prediction, which aims to learn predictors for structured outputs, such as sequences, tree nodes, vectors, etc., from a set of data points of both input-output pairs and single inputs without outputs. To overcome this disadvantage of existing methods, this paper proposes to learn different local predictors for neighborhoods of different data points, and the missing structured outputs simultaneously. Experiments over four benchmark data sets, including DDSM mammography medical images, SUN natural image data set, Cora research paper data set, and Spanish news wire article sentence data set, show the advantages of the proposed method.

‘An Energy-Efficient Cooperative Multicast Routing in Multi-hop Wireless Networks for Smart Medical Applications’ studies the energy-efficient multicast routing problem in multi-hop wireless networks for these medical applications. Energy consumption has become the main problem of sustainable development of communication networks, particularly for these applications. How to carry out high energy-efficient communication is an important research topic for wired and wireless networks to implement green communications. This paper proposes an energy-efficient multicast routing approach to multi-hop wireless networks for smart medical applications. Simulation results show that the proposed approach is effective and feasible.

It is hard to estimate optical flow given a real world video sequence with camera shake and other motion blur. ‘Blur Robust Optical Flow using Motion Channel’ first investigates the blur parameterization for video footage using near linear motion elements. It then combines a commercial 3D pose sensor with an RGB camera, in order to film video footage of interest together with the camera motion. It illustrates that this additional camera motion/trajectory channel can be embedded into a hybrid framework by interleaving an iterative blind deconvolution and warping based optical flow scheme. The proposed method yields improved accuracy within three other state-of-the-art baselines given proposed ground truth blurry sequences; and several other real world sequences filmed by proposed imaging system.

Hyperspectral remote sensing sensors can capture hundreds of contiguous spectral images and provide plenty of valuable information. Feature selection and classification play a key role in the field of Hyper Spectral Image (HSI) analysis. ‘Feature Selection and Multiple Kernel Boosting Framework Based on PSO with Mutation Mechanism for Hyperspectral Classification’ addresses the problem of HSI classification from the following three aspects. Experiments are conducted on benchmark HSI classification data sets. The evaluation results show that the proposed approach can achieve superior accuracy and efficiency over state-of-the-art methods.

In ‘Study on Compressed Sensing Reconstruction Algorithm of Medical Image Based on Curvelet Transform of Image Block’, in combination of the advantage of curvelet transform - it is suitable for expressing edge detail information and curve information, curvelet transform is utilized to conduct sparse representation of MRI image and proposed compressed sensing reconstruction algorithm of MRI image based on curvelet transform of image block. The results show that during image reconstruction, the algorithm proposed in this paper is superior to SIDCT and PBDCT in terms of three evaluation indexes. Besides, the algorithm owns strong ability to resist noise and good effects on keeping image
To improve the feasibility of PA tracking datasets from commercial wearable/mobile devices, ‘Multiple Density Maps Information Fusion for Effectively Assessing Intensity Pattern of Lifelogging Physical Activity’ proposes a lifelogging PA intensity pattern decision making approach for lifelong PA measures. The method is to firstly remove some irregular uncertainties (IU) via an Ellipse fitting model, and then construct a series of monthly based hour-day density map images for representing PA intensity patterns with regular uncertainties (RU) on each month. Finally it explores Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence fusing information from these density map images for generating a decision making model of a final personal lifelogging PA intensity pattern. The approach has significantly reduced the uncertainties and incompleteness of datasets from third party devices.

Originated in emergent behavior characterized by interactions between individuals and cognitive processes, sudden changes in behavior are common phenomena under the information pressure being perceived by individuals, particularly those whose cognition is weak to negative information. To probe its underlying mechanism, an ICR model that accounts for the sudden changes in individual cognitions and behaviors is introduced in ‘Contusion and Recovery of Individual Cognitive Based on Catastrophe Theory: A Computational Model’. To ensure that proposed model is stable in different types of network environments, Verification results show that the model indeed accurately describes the various catastrophe paths of individual cognition.

In ‘Arrhythmia Classification using Mahalanobis Distance based Improved Fuzzy C-Means Clustering for Mobile Health Monitoring Systems’, an improved electrocardiogram (ECG) beats classification system is proposed, which is based on Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering algorithm. The classification of ECG beats is necessary in order to diagnose the type of arrhythmia (e.g., Atrial Premature Contraction (APC), Premature Ventricular Contraction (PVC), Right Bundle Branch Block (RBBB) etc.) present in the ECG records. The efficiency of any classification model highly depends on the “most relevant” set of features used. The primary goal of this study is to classify different arrhythmic beats with reduced set of relevant-only ECG attributes. The attribute selection model is based on Mahalanobis-Taguchi System (MTS); a multi-dimensional pattern recognition tool, which can dynamically choose the important set of ECG features.

Non-rigid video interpolation is a common computer vision task. ‘Video Interpolation using Optical Flow and Laplacian Smoothness’ presents an optical flow approach which adopts a Laplacian Cotangent Mesh constraint to enhance the local smoothness. Similar to Li et al., the proposed approach adopts a mesh to the image with a resolution up to one vertex per pixel and uses angle constraints to ensure sensible local deformations between image pairs. The Laplacian Mesh constraints are expressed wholly inside the optical flow optimization, and can be applied in a straightforward manner to a wide range of image tracking and registration problems. The proposed approach is evaluated by testing on several benchmark datasets, including the Middlebury and Garg et al. datasets.

With greater noises in the cabin, a greater impact would be acted on the listening system of crew who lived in the cabin for a long time. The neural network and the listening environment of the cabin were optimized in ‘Numerical optimization and experimental research on listening environment of crew based on neural networks’ to improve the listening capacity of crew. It indicated that the numerical simulation was reliable. The low frequency noise in the cabin could really be reduced effectively through laying the periodic sound insulation package on the cabin panel. Finally, the listening capacity and environment of crew were obviously improved within the cabin.
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